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Contract Sent - Contract Template Library

Getting legal work done for small businesses is

broken. It's expensive and not keeping up with the

changing world. Contract Sent is set to change this.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA, May 20, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Contract Sent, a startup

company specializing in contract management,

is excited to announce the launch of its free

Small Business Legal Template Library. The

library is designed to support the growth and

success of small businesses by providing easy

access to essential legal documents to get them

started.

Recognizing the challenges faced by small

business owners, Contract Sent is committed to

offering resources that simplify legal processes

and reduce the burden of high legal fees. The

Small Business Legal Template Library includes a comprehensive collection of professionally

crafted documents, ranging from master service agreements and non-disclosure agreements to

MRR waterfall report templates and terms and conditions templates.

Our mission at Contract

Sent is to make getting

started in business as easy

as possible without making

mistakes that will hurt you

later”

Scott Whitaker

“Our mission at Contract Sent is to make getting started in

business as easy as possible without making mistakes that

will hurt you later,” said Scott Whitaker, CEO of Contract

Sent. “We understand that navigating legal requirements

can be daunting for small business owners who may not

have the resources to hire expensive legal counsel. By

offering these templates for free, we aim to empower

entrepreneurs to focus on what they do best – building

and growing their businesses.”

The legal template library is free to use on Contract Sent's free tier of their software with a more

extensive template library available, as well as contract comparison and management tools

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.contractsent.com/
https://www.contractsent.com/startup-contract-templates-free-download/
https://www.contractsent.com/contract-comparison/


starting at just $7/month.

Key features of the Small Business Legal Template Library include:

- User-Friendly Interface: Easily search and download templates tailored to various business

needs.

- Expertly Crafted Documents: All templates are created and reviewed by experienced legal

professionals to ensure accuracy and compliance.

- Customizable Options: Users can personalize templates to fit their specific business

requirements.

- Educational Resources: Access to articles, guides, and tutorials to help users understand and

utilize the templates effectively.

The launch of this free resource underscores Contract Sent's commitment to innovation and

community support. The company’s advanced technology platform ensures that users can

access these documents securely and efficiently, further streamlining their business operations.

Small business owners can start using the Legal Template Library today by searching for Contract

Sent.

Why use a template for your legal needs? Small businesses should use legal templates for their

sales contracts because they provide a reliable foundation, ensuring critical legal elements are

addressed without the need for extensive legal expertise.

Templates, like those provided by Contract Sent are crafted by professionals, incorporating

essential clauses such as payment terms, delivery conditions, liability limitations, and dispute

resolution mechanisms. This reduces the risk of legal oversights that could lead to costly

disputes or compliance issues. By taking these templates and customizing them, small

businesses can tailor the contracts to reflect their unique needs and business practices,

enhancing clarity and mutual understanding between the parties involved. Customization allows

businesses to specify particular terms that align with their operational strategies, customer

expectations, and industry standards.

This approach not only saves time and reduces legal expenses but also enhances

professionalism, boosting client confidence. Additionally, having well-drafted, customized sales

contracts can facilitate smoother transactions and more predictable outcomes, fostering

stronger business relationships. In a competitive market, where small businesses often juggle

multiple roles, leveraging legal templates effectively balances thorough legal safeguarding with

operational efficiency, enabling entrepreneurs to focus more on growth and less on navigating

complex legal terrains. Overall, customized legal templates are invaluable tools that contribute



to the sustainable and secure expansion of small enterprises.

About Contract Sent

Contract Sent is a leading provider of contract management and contract comparison tools,

dedicated to simplifying the complexities of legal processes for businesses of all sizes. Through

AI technology and a large suite of legal tools and integrations, Contract Sent offers a range of

services including contract automation, document management, and legal reporting tools.

Founded with the vision of making legal resources more accessible for small businesses and

startups, Contract Sent continues to build a tool that will make life easier for businesses and

lawyers alike while supporting the growth of the business community.
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